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Aikido – Learn the Martial

Art, Aesthetics and Spiritual
Way of Life!!!



LEGAL NOTICE

The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as

possible in the creation of this report, notwithstanding the fact

that he does not warrant or represent at any time that the

contents within are accurate due to the rapidly changing nature

of the Internet.

While all attempts have been made to verify information provided

in this publication, the Publisher assumes no responsibility for

errors, omissions, or contrary interpretation of the subject matter

herein. Any perceived slights of specific persons, peoples, or

organizations are unintentional.

In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no

guarantees of income made. Readers are cautioned to reply on

their own judgment about their individual circumstances to act

accordingly.

This book is not intended for use as a source of medical, legal,

business, accounting or financial advice. All readers are advised to

seek services of competent professionals in medical, legal,
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Chapter 1. Origin and Development of Aikido

The name ‘Aikido’ was formed by connecting
three letters in Japanese. Ai implies
‘joining’, Ki means ‘the spirit’ and do
denotes ‘way’. By merging these three
characters in concert you get the core of
the artistry of Aikido. Aikido could be
classified as a martial art form which
unites the will in order to discover the
way. This was formally established as the
connotation and as the factual name of this
martial art form somewhere in the nineteen
thirties or early nineteen forties.

Aikido highlights the practices that do not
injure or take people’s lives; it is
different from other aggressive art forms.
This skillfulness and actions which a
person is trained in are created to deflect
a person's concentration or enfeeble that
person. Most people prefer this discipline
because it is peaceful and harmonious
compared to aggression and conflict. The
man that introduced and extended the
martial art was called Morehei Ueshiba. He
thought that the direction of anger with no
resulting harm was the art of harmony. The
thing that divides Aikido from dissimilar



martial art forms is that, Aikido employs
the hand as a weapon and the person has no
utility for weapons.

When Ueshiba was young he concentrated a
lot on bodily robustness and training owing
to the truth that he had pledged to take
revenge for his father’s demise. He sought
training in diverse martial arts consisting
of those with weaponry and those exclusive
of weapons. This is amongst the cause why
this definite Oriental martial art is
assorted and has multi-regulatory arena.
Regardless of all the know-how, Ueshiba was
not pleased as he sensed that something was
absent. So, he found the religion under the
head of the faction of ‘Omoto-Kyo’ in
Ayabe. Deguchiof taught him to control his
religious self. With the blend of the
religious and his swelling insight of
martial arts resulted in the development of
Aikido. The further progress of this
martial art form depended on how the
followers of Morehei took aikido onto the
bigger level. Aikido is carried out in a
Dojo where the learners can
straightforwardly learn in relation to
litheness and variations which changed from
time to time. These are the decisive
results of the style that all Aikido



students make an effort to attain. Repose
and tranquility are taught in this martial
art form because Aikido is first and
foremost, a propos to practice and learning
through with the main beliefs of values as
well as mysticism. It may sound strange but
aikido is the key to a peaceful mind.



Chapter 2. Aikido and Its Significance

for Self-Defense

In street assault circumstances, Aikido
could be successfully employed as self
defense if we put it into practice with the
right approach. Time and again, trainers
and students learning the art shall be more
centered on synchronization, equilibrium,
self finding, and augmenting themselves in
self. In this method we find out how to
exercise our skillfulness, on an everyday
root, as we interrelate with other
individuals. However, it appears that the
additional martial face of Aikido is
pressed further away.

Studying how to tackle tricky people in a
multiplicity of scratchy circumstances is
very helpful. The Aikido training ambiance
is also excellent for testing our own self
and our sensation and instincts. It carries
our self-image out and makes it apparent to
us change it forever for good. In fact, a
full-blown street assault is hostile,
fierce and specialists, who have
familiarity of these sorts of
circumstances, concur that it could congeal
us in the path.  Supposing, we are a
hardened learner or trainer, can we



actually get beyond that adrenaline gush
when we realize that our life is under
threat?

We can develop these skills over time,
slowly, by growing the vigor, momentum, and
even exercising unusual angles of assault.
In this manner we can acquire a reaction of
the kind of pressure we would be into,
under a street assault situation. If we
perform tough Aikido training and put in
some devious street assaults, from a range
of dissimilar angles, then we are going
much near to being capable to guard our
self in a hostile state. This can be
slightly frightening, but it would take us
closer to the rim of realism. Sporadically,
our obstruction is not fine enough, or we
did not evade the smack quick enough. This
is inclined to stir us, giving the
inducement to catch it perfectly or bear
the brunt. It also expands our cynosure and
absorption swiftly.

All the techniques taught in Aikido imply
that it is not an ‘assaulting’ sport; in
fact, it is a martial art through which we
learn conflict resolution with others. This
resolution is actually realized when we see



life through someone else’s standpoint and
a sense of empathy is developed inside us.
Conflict resolution and Aikido complement
one another. There is no way that the
master of all, Morehei Ueshiba preached any
kind of aggression through this art. In
fact he preached a passive approach towards
the aggressor through Aikido. There is no
doubt that as a defensive sport aikido is
terrific, but it is also a brilliant way to
build up endurance and our deliberating
powers.



Chapter 3.  The ‘Ki” Concept - Essential
Element of Aikido

The fundamental hypothesis after Aikido is
the exercise of ‘KI’. Although, how can it
be utilized in life and what does it
signify really is the question. If not
every martial art, nearly all of them rely
upon power, suppleness, timing, and
momentum. These are typically conducted
throughout some type of practice like
thumping, booting, blocking, and ducking
and so forth. But does the same apply in
Aikido? In Aikido, we originally do some
kind of necessary preparation like taking a
leap and overturning courses to meet
looming assailant.

Other than this, everything is a preface to
building just about the sixth sense in
sensing our challenger’s muscle edge and
feeding it in a way that will not permit
them to inflict on us, physical damage and
simultaneously, stopping the assault. We
discover to understand our opponent’s
corporal goals and can effortlessly discern
where, how and when they will hit and the
finest way to protect alongside it. This
intellect analysis as a few call it, is



spouting in the bio-electric force of the
cosmos. Just as one is trained to judge his
self and KI of others, we can simply pass
up conflict. This is an incredibly profound
topic and may need some type of
deliberation to comprehend.

The kind of deliberation is not head based
but implies focusing on the ‘Hara ‘which is
the area amid the navel and sexual organs.
Emphasizing on this area could give us a
very unwavering grounded mood. When we
experience the ‘KI’ in the Hara, we realize
to guide it through the body and within
other individuals and things. The ways to
boost our KI is similar to the Zazen or
seated contemplation and includes the
following

 Focus on consciousness by employing the
restraint of mind

 Constancy of center of gravity while
standing or being seated

 Right breathing in accord with psyche,
conscience and body

Is it probable that by training in Aikido
Principles we can really develop our
skillfulness at a much quicker rate? No



problem, but we would have to donate time
to solemn training. We have to prepare
hard, and if we also train well and smart
we will pick up learning, and be capable to
enlarge our skills speedily. Readers might
be astounded at how effectual the use of
undemanding aikido values can be and the
significance of the Ki in aikido is equally
enthralling. Especially when it is the Ki
that helps us to discern the meditative
aspects of this martial art form.



Chapter 4.  Aikido and the Power

Systems of the Body

There are countless diverse means to
appreciate Aikido viewpoint and
distinguish, exploit, and gain from power
or energy within us. Certainly, when we
perform other kinds of actions what we
identify of effort with energy is entirely
in an unusual manner. What pursues is our
occurrence of power whilst exercising
Aikido over the span of twenty years.
Positively, there are possible to be
numerous other Aikido masters who will
elucidate their understanding and thinking
in a way that may perhaps be different from
yours.

In Aikido it is deemed that all humans
consume and distribute a widespread energy
basis (KI) that facilitates to operate and
preserve our surroundings mutually with the
independent human coordination. Aikido
practitioners consider that as we all
divide a universal power source; in some
imperative manner we are all truthfully
part of the equivalent unit, and actually
splitting our life with the natural world.
So, whatever you do in Aikido, is not an



assault, it is because harassing a
challenger will be akin to harassing a
member of the family that you care for.
Assaulting a rival will also be similar to
trying to spoil the stream of collective
energy in the humankind, which will have
sweeping consequences.

Aikido also teaches us the difference
between mind-body and ‘mind and body’. When
seeking to cool your head you would give
key thought to soothing the breathing and
heart pound, which would lead you towards a
comforting of the musculature and slugging
down or termination of the interior
discourse. If we soothe our body, it will
calm our subjective thought process.
Pacifying the psyche can also be achieved
by giving principal notice to the pace,
tempo, and voice of the inner discourse. If
we cool our subconscious idea processes, we
will cool the body. The ‘KI’ concept says
that energy manifests in each person in a
way that it can never be duplicated by
other beings.

Aikido is also utilized as a means to find
out our true path so that we could develop
our eccentricity. It also conveys to its



practitioners how to unite their body and
the psyche so that they would become in
synchronization with the "cosmos" and with
the natural world. Their command and their
force will rise up from this equilibrium
and accord. The word "cosmos" in Aikido is
not any incomprehensible notion that one
cannot accomplish. It is in reality quite
tangible and is even inside the clutch of a
person. In Aikido, "cosmos" can be
accomplished through genuine experiences on
a daily basis in life.



Chapter 5. Aikido – A Course to

Self –Finding

Determine real self and discover to surge
with live energy other than opposing it. By
carrying this out daily, we will widen
dominant KI energy that can be used for the
advantage of others too. Aikido is more
than merely an additional martial art form.
It is a technique to be taught to most
significant being in our existence that is
our own selves! Whatever is discovered on
the conduit will strictly startle us. The
aggressive methods of Aikido could be
employed as a device to grow higher nature.
One can find out several things regarding
themselves which they like and which they
don’t like.

The covert is to increase and use our fine
qualities to aid others in their life. It
is all about being honest and obliging in
daily life and in the Dojo (training
hallway). We would also be improving on
features concerning ourselves that we
abhor. Self-worth is expected to turn up,
and should be freed or restricted. Being
self-seeking, only deliberating about our
individual needs, defying methods on the



carpet, opposing other people around us,
fury, grief, might and flaws - we will see
abundance of it. Practicing Aikido will aid
us to manage the entire crisis that crop
up, optimistic or pessimistic.

Whatsoever happens in life, we would learn
to deal with it, in an upbeat approach. Any
sense of self or poignant power would be
placed in standpoint, and we will observe
how vital a definite difficulty is, in the
design of life. Energy reaches us, and we
could either grasp onto it, while it
festers and becomes unconstructive, or we
can liberate it to the Cosmos. Life
provides power, love, communities and
worldly things and we should return it.
This is equilibrium, the concord that
legendary Master Ueshiba, initiator of
Aikido, submitted repeatedly.

Training is significant in aikido together
with attentiveness because even as it may
be trouble-free to produce a centered
creature when within a martial art gym, the
similar cannot be said of the state of
affairs and circumstances that exist
outside. It would not be uncomplicated to
keep one's equanimity when faced with



unexpected circumstances. This is truly one
of the objectives of Aikido training. It
intends to educate its practitioners to
uphold their self-possession and their
individuality even in alarming situations
such as any menace and calamities.



Chapter 6. Asian Concept of Power,
Personality and Mind- Aikido

The antagonistic art form of Aikido has its
roots in both theology and beliefs. It is
powered by the Omoto-kyo faith which was
also the faith of its creator Morihei
Ueshiba. This oriental martial art
spotlights on the placement and the
coordination of an individual’s body and
psyche with the conscience. This could only
be attained if a person asserts the
tranquil status. In a calm state nothing is
enforced so the vessel of a person links
the strength and power around logically,
the lot then appears one. This definite
nurturing of leisure resulted in Aikido to
be called as the ‘route to harmony’.

Ueshiba who established the martial art
considered harmony and he maintained to
instruct Aikido as a passive means to stop
anger. Both pious and truth-seeking growth
is crucial in the preparation and
application of this art. These notions have
to be affected in realistic means through
the performance of this discipline and its
diverse techniques. Standard training
includes two parts - First, the receiver or



the ‘Uke’ while the Second is called ‘Nage’
who is the contributor. These expressions
might usually vary on the basis of the
particular ability that is being trained.

Interestingly, within Aikido Nage and Uke
are not sundry units, they are chiefly two
elements of a solo idea. Aikido could be
well calculated by a meticulous indulgence
in both elements. The Nage element of the
training avoids damage so that the Uke
could fall carefully when tossed. In
teaching the recipient will be the
initiator. The plan of Nage is to
counteract the assault with a shift or
skill, by employing this, Uke and Nage
could effortlessly edify from one another
and the preparation cannot be successfully
imparted without a wonder present among the
two. The ‘give’ and ‘take’ traits of these
entities are the root from which ‘Ki’ and
additional ethics of this Japanese activity
are premeditated and imbibed.

A form of release from stress and a means
to administer stress is to work out.
Finding a type of work out which combines
training together with wisdom on being
quiet and unperturbed is priceless to the



individual seeking pressure relief. Aikido
is a contemporary defense sport from Japan
and is time and again, called as the art of
stillness. It offers a substitute to
violent behavior. Aikido often carried out
in a dojo, teaches learners about
suppleness and adjustment. The aikido
application of being comfortable and
tranquil in Aikido is essential to its
values of theology and beliefs. Aikido
trainers and instructors deem that
KI (energy) could only accurately flow
utterly when one is stress-free.



Chapter 7. How to Avert Aikido Injuries?

Partaking in any sport amplifies the danger
of suffering a wound. Though, a huge
proportion of damages can be avoided by
finding how they happen. The most palpable
reasons are mishap or over-stressing. To
evade and lessen the likelihood of damage,
it is crucial to draw near our preparation
in a further integrated manner. If we are
fit mentally, physically and sensitively
then intense cyclic training will turn out
encouraging benefits whilst curtailing the
peril of pain and hindrance. An excellent
heat boosts our body warmth, as a result of
which tissue get suppler and less
susceptible to wounds by tear. It also
lifts our heart beat so energy and oxygen
could be carried more efficiently to the
muscles.

Right Stretching needs focus on figure and
each stretch has to done for up to thirty
seconds to obtain the most favorable
advantage. By and subsequent to Aikido and
defensive sport training, inhale gradually
and intensely, stretch cautiously while
concentrating on soothing our muscles. A



cool-down would steadily cut the strength
of our action .Profound breathing, calming
down and body stretching will definitely
assist in the lessening of muscle
tenderness.

There are numerous frequent training harms
in Aikido and the defensive sports. For
instance, joint manipulations for
controlling our training cohort are
frequent and can pose severe issues that
can result in muscle damage or twist. A few
of the feeble areas are neck, chest, wrist,
shoulder elbow, and knee etc. and
repeatedly these are harmed by recurring
performance of the fundamental techniques.
Bear in mind that the actuality of daily
practice whereby one of the preparation
cohorts is overriding having established
bodily or mechanical advantage, and the
truth that humans are obviously spirited, a
state of affairs has come up where Aikido
and martial art damages could and do arise.
So, cling to the basics of warming up and
believe in steady growth than rushing into
anything.

We have to be mentally, emotionally and
physically robust to be able to benefit



from aikido. The kicks and punches can
cause a bruise or two on any of the vital
parts of the body leading to long-term
complications. In training repeatedly vary
between being the aggressor and the
casualty of hurt or injury. There must be a
superior level of conviction between
practice partners. This is particularly the
case as there is frequently a great
disparity between the mechanical and
corporeal abilities of two people training
mutually. Remember the authenticity of
daily practice where one training partner
is overriding having confirmed bodily or
technical dominance.



Chapter 8. Unusual Weapons Used In Aikido

Aikido is amongst those defensive sport
forms that center on the utility of the
body and mind equally. It does not position
prominence on bodily skillfulness except it
also puts a stress on the theology of
practitioners and others who hope to learn
the art form. Aikido makes use of movements
that are more protective than affronting in
temperament. It intends not to harm but to
avert or bring a person to a still
position. Weapons are hardly ever employed
in this oriental martial art, regularly
moves and special techniques. Some superior
masters of Aikido yet, tend to use weapons.
The weaponry in Aikido are the -Tanto, Jo
and Bokken. At its higher phase techniques
weapon training is given which focuses on
acquiring weapons from the challenger and
keep these weapons.

Other than focusing on certain techniques,
some moves and techniques are tutored in
Aikido

 Atemi - Atemi is a strike which is
intended to assault the critical parts
of the body. Knowingly, these moves are



intended to bring key harm and are not
often made use of. In spite of this
truth if Atemi is used, we can simply
dodge scuffles and tricky situations.
We can, without difficulty, rupture the
focus of our adversary and shock them.
If we utilize these assaults
appropriately we could also wreck the
poise of our adversary. This is a
chance for us to smack or escape.

 Ikkyo - It is the most essential move
in Aikido and the primary thing that we
will be trained in. The Ikkyo will feed
exercise of power in our grasp by
affecting hand clutch on the elbow and
near our wrist.

Apart from these, there are some types of
strikes used in Aikido as:

 Front face
 Chest push
 Side face
 Face push

Attacks and kicks are not encouraged in
Aikido, except, if the situation demands
so. Grabs are encouraged as it’s the safest
and easiest way. There are scores of forms



of clash that are practiced all across the
world. A few of them have modified with
time whilst the other few have adjusted to
a number of novel forms to great degree
that they have almost metamorphosed
entirely into new-fangled and complex
forms. Aikido is among such moderately
newer edition of martial arts that merges
many rudiments of karate with polished and
newer movements to become perfect at it.
The weapons used in aikido are used with
extra caution and are used only
occasionally. In the initial levels, no
such weapon handling and usage is
encouraged.



Chapter 9. Aikido – The Art to

Eventual Harmony

Aikido is a unique martial art form that
isn't bloodthirsty or brutal. The practices
do not need corporeal force or destructive
spirit and could be done by individuals of
every age. The advantages include - self
resistance skills, regulation, breathing
control, recreation, litheness, endurance,
momentum, influence, fitness and
synchronization and more. By utilizing
spherical moves an attacker’s force can be
retaliated by using a diversity of
techniques to smash the equilibrium, or
cause hurt and obedience, without damage.
With time following alert training, we will
build up an internal cool that can be fed
into our everyday life.

Aikido is a solution to living logically
and selflessly in a multifaceted world. The
traditions tell us that one tip in our
inferior stomach is the nucleus of our
world, anywhere we set off. With a
concentrated mind on this causes respite,
with the aptitude to react fast. Though the
aikido originator Morihei Ueshiba was an



unconquerable warrior, he never endorsed
hostility and was a religious man.
Subsequent to mastering lots of arts, of
which judo, ju-jitsu and kendo were some,
along with reflective holy insight into the
character of the cosmos, he came up with
Aikido, an innovative martial art form
founded on collective ethics of nature.

Morihei tutored the art of harmony as the
‘mind-body’ order, as a sensible way of
managing violent behavior, and a lifestyle
that builds courage, astuteness, love and
companionship. He deemed that Aiki values
of resolution, harmony and collaboration
could be pertained to all tests that happen
in life.

Though the martial art started in Japan, it
was a contribution for entire humanity.
Morihei Ueshiba was portrayed as the most
devout being in Japan, and afterwards, used
up much of his time in learning and
prayers. He based his skillfulness on his
capacity to adjust into collective energy.
Aikido is more philosophical than physical
movements and defense sport. It appears
like an oxymoron to identify a martial art
as passive. Martial arts are typically



about combating. But what we learn from
aikido is how to be more quiet and in
concord with the humanity around us. Life
is not liberated from disagreement, outer
or interior. In this world, there is always
fight, anger and strain. Disagreement is an
element of life. Aikido is diplomatic
because it trains us in ways to make our
mind up on conflict without aggression.



Chapter 10. Aikido Techniques - Physical
Relevance and a Spiritual Polestar

The different martial arts instruct self-
protective techniques in their individual
extraordinary way. Aikido unites the
substantiality of self-protection practices
with an added level of psychological and
divine growth. A recent Japanese martial
art form, Aikido was introduced by Morihei
Ueshiba, mentioned by his supporters as ‘O-
Sensei’. Male learners habitually become
involved in this part as they might have
seen films that represent the art form in a
visibly antagonistic and impressive form.
Female students often begin this art as a
means to study on women's individual
security. When we are a part of the Aikido
family we will understand the notion of
individual defense together with agreement
that can be applied to our daily lives.

Aikido can be called as a viewpoint of life
whose aim is augmentation of all
relationships. The self-preservation
methods, which are the corporeal
demonstration of the martial art, spotlight
on the amalgamation and recourse of the
moves of the aggressor as a fling or a dual



lock for attaining power- preferably with
slight or no bodily damage. So, a key
quality of Aikido is declaration of clash
with slight or no aggression if such bodily
clash can be passed up. The eventual set-up
can be perceived of as coming across
someone with unfriendly plan and
calculating the interface in a manner that
falls out in camaraderie.

Ueshiba was often remarked that "factual
triumph is triumph over one's person". The
religious aspect of this art is enlargement
of internal serenity, or willpower, which
results in the longing to decide conflicts
quietly. The majority of us had heard tales
of strange power such as a lady moving a
weighty article to liberate a child. This
unseen inner potency, called ‘Ki’, is a
type of power that several Aikido Dojo’s
toil to improve as a key center of holy
development. Aikido moves and methods,
practiced in their uncontaminated figure,
necessitate moderately little corporeal
endeavor and are connected with calm,
flowing moves.

Aikido is a well-organized martial art. It
has confirmed itself in actually violent
state of affairs. Its training has been



given to various military personnel all
over the world. It's used by a range of
Japanese police force departments. Aikido
is popular because an Aikidoist has an
indispensable lead in a conflict condition.
When someone assaults, he becomes alert on
his exacting line of attack. Aikidoist
commits themselves to one convinced course.
But an Aikidoist is dedicated only to
balancing, which exists in all additional
lines. Once the attacker has clogged
himself, the Aikidoist remains free and
flowing, as flexible and potent as water.



Conclusion

Welcome to the world of Aikido! When we
begin a new-fangled action, the initial
weeks are all the time, the toughest.
Change is looked for - new surroundings,
acquaintances, traditions and behavior. By
way of this e-book we wish to assist
readers to settle in swiftly and
effortlessly. Also considering that for
enormous mass of public there is a thin
likelihood of being actually assaulted;
most of us undergo expressive attacks, or
harassment in the trade arena on an
everyday basis. To relate Aikido values in
these circumstances this book is apparently
of big benefit.

Aikido teaching will aid readers to develop
soft and innate movements. It will perk up
our steadiness and synchronization.
Students are taught at their individual
speed, therefore robustness, power,
litheness and resilience are developed in a
regular and normal manner. In Aikido
instructors coach us at a rate that will
give us benefits of aerobic calisthenics
and a whole bodily workout. Make Aikido a
part of the daily schedule, and see the
change! Most students account major health



improvement, and usually discover they have
extra vigor for each day life. Aside from
the corporeal benefits, Aikido also
augments attentiveness and mental
preparedness. Aikido training trains us how
to combine brain and body to get physical
control. As its level advances it is a
trail of individual growth that can be
exercised to build up divine or emotional
integrity.

X--------------------------------X


